
 
   

 
Motorola A845 
 
Powered with 3G/UMTS technology, sleek looks and great features, 
the Motorola A845 is here to take you to the next dimension of 
personal communication and mobile fun.  Offering a suite of 
advanced features including videophone capabilities, full internet 
browsing, the latest in multi-media entertainment and messaging, 
Bluetooth® wireless technology, and a large color display, the 
Motorola A845 brings mobile broadband capability to the palm of 
your hand.  Simplify life and reduce gadget clutter!  The model A845 
combines a phone, image and video capture, music, video games, and PDA capabilities in one 
device.  Step into the future and experience high-tech, high-speed fun and games.  

 
• Up Close and Personal 

The Motorola A845 makes wireless communication a full sensory experience by adding sight to sound – 
now you can actually see who you’re talking to.  Featuring videophone capabilities, the model A845 allows 
users to communicate using voice and body language with friends who have compatible phones*.  Capture 
“can’t miss” moments using the integrated camera and send them to friends’ compatible phones or PCs – 
after all, seeing really is believing.  
 

• Passing Notes Has Never Been So Fun 
Using advanced messaging capabilities and 3G/UMTS technology, get your thoughts across by sending 
extravagant messages to your friends’ compatible phones or PCs that include songs, videos, pictures, ring 
tones or applications*.  The Motorola A845 brings new meaning to staying connected! 

 
Don’t Dread Downtime  
Take downtime up a notch with the model A845, providing the latest in mobile Web surfing, gaming, music 
and video capabilities.  Listen to your favorite artist on the integrated MP3 player or use the turbo data 
speeds of 3G/UMTS to take full advantage of downloadable games and applications*, even if you’re on a 
call.  With up to 64MB of memory, you won’t have to worry about running out of space.  
  

• 

• On the Move and in the Know 
Featuring aGPS, the Motorola A845 can help you find your favorite stores or restaurants at a moment’s 
notice*.  Want to be alerted if you pass a great sale at your favorite store?  You’ve got it – the model A845 
will navigate the way!*  And, featuring Bluetooth® wireless technology, the model A845 connects wirelessly 
and securely to Bluetooth® wireless technology enabled hands-free devices allowing for even safer 
communication when on the move.  

 
The Motorola A845 is expected to be available in the United States with the launch of AT&T Wireless’ 
UMTS/WCDMA network in 2H 2004. 
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